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Abstract

How might advanced neuroscience—in which perfect neuro-predictions are possible—interact

with ordinary judgments of free will? We propose that peoples’ intuitive ideas about indeterminist

free will are both imported into and intrude into their representation of neuroscientific scenarios

and present six experiments demonstrating intrusion and importing effects in the context of sce-

narios depicting perfect neuro-prediction. In light of our findings, we suggest that the intuitive

commitment to indeterminist free will may be resilient in the face of scientific evidence against

such free will.
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1. Introduction

The achievement of scientific knowledge across the natural, life, social, and cognitive

sciences has radically impacted the way we view the world. With these achievements,

however, comes the question of how increased scientific knowledge interacts with fun-

damental concepts in social cognition that are also central to how we evaluate the

world, such as evaluations of human agency, causation, and free will. For example,

many theorists have argued that our knowledge of the brain will one day advance to

the point where the perfect neuroscientific prediction of all human choices is theoreti-

cally possible (Coyne, 2012; Harris, 2012). This sufficiently advanced brand of neuro-

science would be able to predict what people will think and do with absolute certainty.

At the same time, research in psychology suggests that people do not think human
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choices are deterministically caused by prior events, which suggests that people’s

actions are not thought to be perfectly predictable (e.g., Stillman, Baumeister, & Mele,

2011; Monroe, Dillon, & Malle, 2014; Nichols & Knobe, 2007; Nichols, 2012; Rose &

Nichols, 2013; Sarkissian et al., 2010; J. Turri, D. Rose, & W. Buckwalter, unpublished

data; J. Turri, unpublished data; though see e.g., Murray & Nahmias, 2014; Nahmias,

Morris, Nadelhoffer, & Turner, 2006). Thus, there seems to be a looming conflict

between the worldview encouraged by advancements in scientific knowledge and com-

monsense notions of human choice.

This apparent conflict between future neuroscience and intuitive notions of choice is,

of course, an instance of the much larger question about how our humanistic concerns

will interact with our developing scientific knowledge. The theme is familiar throughout

the history of science from the Copernican revolution to the theory of evolution. In the

case of free will and neuroscience, one way to explore the issue is by examining people’s

reactions to imaginative neuroscientific scenarios. In a recent study by Nahmias, Shepard,

and Reuter (2014), for example, researchers presented participants with scenarios involv-

ing neuroscientists that can “predict with 100% accuracy every single decision a person

will make” and where “everything that any human thinks or does could be predicted

ahead of time based on their earlier brain activity” (p. 514). They found that people over-

whelmingly attribute free will to agents in these contexts even when their behavior is pre-

dicted by neuroscience with absolute certainty.

Nahmias and colleagues interpret such ascriptions as evidence for the compatibilist view

that there is no inherent conflict between a perfectly predictive neuroscience and the

common notion of free will. According to this view, people fully accept the conditions of

neuro-prediction cases and then attribute free will to agents in those conditions. However,

Nahmias and colleagues also acknowledge the possibility that “many participants may be

failing to understand or internalize relevant information from the scenarios” and speculate

that if “participants did not attend to the fact that every decision could be predicted with

100% accuracy” or “could be predicted before the agent was even aware of making their

decision,” then it would significantly challenge the inference that people are broadly

comfortable with the idea of perfect neural prediction (Nahmias et al., 2014, p. 512).

Despite these possibilities, the extent to which participants understand and internalize

relevant features of neuro-prediction scenarios has not been measured directly. This paper

presents six experiments that measure this directly. We provide evidence that participants

fill in the scenarios in ways that undermine the inference that the ordinary notion of free

will is compatible with the idea of perfect neural prediction.

There are, of course, many ways in which participants might fill in imaginative scenar-

ios. In some cases, the details of such narratives are filled in with information from intu-

itive theories and other background assumptions. A powerful demonstration of filling in

comes from the cognitive science of religion, in which the intuitive views that people

hold about human agency influence their comprehension of stories (e.g., Barrett & Keil,

1996; Boyer, 1994). To show this, researchers played short audio narratives involving

God as an agent (Barrett & Keil, 1996). After a short delay, participants were asked to

recall whether certain pieces of information were included in the narrative. Some of these
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items were not included in the narrative, but they would naturally be imposed by an intu-

itive concept of human agency. One vignette, for instance, featured God responding to

two prayers. Participants recalled that God finished responding to one prayer and then

responded to the other, despite the fact that no such temporal sequencing was stated in

the vignette. This suggests that participants’ intuitive views about the temporality of

agency informed their representation of the narrative. These findings are particularly strik-

ing since the same participants also explicitly affirmed elsewhere in the study that God

could do two things at once.

Following Barrett and Keil’s example, we hypothesize that participants’ representations

of neuroscientific scenarios are filled in with the intuitive views that people hold about

human agency. It’s useful to distinguish two kinds of filling in, what we’ll call “import-

ing” and “intruding.” Importing occurs when participants fill in the scenario in ways that

are consistent with the scenario, but the filling-in systematically goes beyond the informa-

tion provided in the scenario. Of course, when participants read vignettes, importing will

be a common occurrence. It becomes theoretically interesting when the imported informa-

tion undermines the interpretation of the results. Intruding occurs when the filling in leads

to a misrepresentation of the scenario.

Prior work on beliefs about indeterminist agency indicates at least one way in which

filling-in might result in intrusion. This work suggests that the intuitive view of human

agency that people hold is indeterministic. In other words, just as people naturally tend to

assume a temporal ordering in social cognition, they also naturally tend to assume that

human decisions are undetermined. If people fill in scenarios depicting perfect neuro-pre-

diction based on prior beliefs about indeterminist free will, then this could actually lead

them to reject the notion that decisions are perfectly predictable in the way specified in

the scenario. Thus, it could be that when people ascribe free will in cases of perfect

neuro-prediction, this might be accompanied by the intuition of indeterminist free will,

resulting in an inaccurate representation of the scenario.

We develop a number of strategies to test whether this occurs in neuro-prediction sce-

narios. Previous work indicates that people tend to think that free choices issue from con-

scious awareness (e.g., Shepherd, 2012) and that when a person makes a free choice, he or

she could have chosen otherwise even if all the determining conditions were the same (Ni-

chols, 2012; J. Turri, unpublished data). The vignettes used by Nahmias and colleagues

explicitly state that the action initiation is generated before conscious awareness and that

the prediction is 100% accurate, which indicates that after initiation of the brain process,

the agent could not have done otherwise. If attributions of indeterminist free will are

intruding on the interpretation of the scenarios of perfect neuroscientific prediction, then

we might expect that those who affirm free will in the neuroscientific scenarios will also be

likely to attribute to the agent the ability to change her decision. One way to express inde-

terminist free will is to claim that the agent could have done otherwise despite the same

determining conditions (e.g., prior brain states). A different way to express indeterminist

free will is in terms of the possibility for the agent to make a different decision than the

one predicted by her patterns of brain activity. The presence of these judgments would sug-

gest that intrusion has occurred. Of course, we might naturally expect judgments about free
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will to regularly coincide with judgments about options to do otherwise in normal circum-

stances, just like we might expect temporal ordering to. Such judgments qualify as “intru-

sion” in the present context, however, insofar as they lead to a misrepresentation of the

conditions of perfect neuro-prediction stated in the story.

It is likely that importing also occurs in neuro-prediction stories. To investigate this

issue, we devise variations of neuro-prediction stories utilizing a technique in the free

will literature known as “rollback” in which one imagines what would happen if we

rolled back time to a certain point in the past and let events unfold again (van Inwagen,

2000; Nahmias et al., 2006). If people think that events might unfold differently, this sug-

gests that they import indeterminist beliefs in their representations of the scenario. To

anticipate our results, we find that importing of indeterminist free will occurs in these

scenarios and provides further evidence for another kind of problematic filling in of

neuro-prediction stories.

Experiment 1 demonstrates that those who affirm free will in Nahmias et al.’s neuro-

prediction case do so while imposing indeterministic details contrary to those stated in

the story. This indicates that people misrepresent instances of perfect neuro-prediction

and thus that intrusion has occurred. Experiment 2 replicates this intrusion effect and

demonstrates that it plays a mediating role in the comprehension of neuro-prediction sto-

ries. Experiments 3 and 4 find the same kind of intrusion effect in a different narrative

context utilizing simplified cases with more minimally matched pairs. Experiment 5 again

finds intrusion effects and demonstrates that they persist across different ways of probing

participants that make the predictive nature of brain activity highly salient. Experiment 6

demonstrates that filling in also occurs as a result of importing an indeterminist view of

choice when presented with an adapted case of perfect neuro-prediction. We discuss the

implications of these findings for studying the psychology and philosophy of free will.

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
One hundred and fifteen people participated (aged 18–74 years, Mage = 36 years, 53

female, 100% reporting English as a native language). Participants were U.S. residents,

recruited and tested online using Amazon Mechanical Turk and Qualtrics, and compen-

sated $0.45 for approximately 2–3 min of their time. The same basic recruitment and

testing procedures were used in all subsequent studies reported in the paper. Repeat par-

ticipation was prevented. Thirteen participants were excluded from analysis for failing a

comprehension question.

2.1.2. Materials and procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions with stimuli taken ver-

batim from Nahmias et al. (2014, Experiment 1). In the Neuro-Prediction condition,
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neuroscientists correctly predict that Jill will vote Green for Governor. In the Manipula-

tion condition (in bold below), neuroscientists manipulate Jill into voting Black for

Governor (see Nahmias et al., 2014, Appendix). After reading one of these two stories,

participants were asked one comprehension question, six test questions, and completed a

brief demographic questionnaire. These questions were presented in random order as the

text of the story remained visible at the top of the screen:

1 (Comprehension) Which candidate does Jill vote for Governor? [Smith/Green/

Black]

2 (Free Will) Jill’s choice about who to vote for Governor _____ made freely. [was/

was not]

3 (Activity Change) After the pattern of brain activity occurred, could Jill have voted

for a different candidate for Governor instead of Green? [Yes/No]

4 (Aware Change) When Jill became aware that she was going to vote for Green

[Black] as Governor, could she have voted for a different candidate for Governor

instead of Green [Black]? [Yes/No]

5 (Different Pattern) If the pattern of brain activity which led Jill to vote for Green

[Black] as Governor had not occurred but a pattern of brain activity which leads to

voting for a different candidate for Governor did occur, Jill would have definitely

voted for a different candidate for Governor. [Yes/No]

6 (Brain Aware) Was Jill aware of who she would vote for as Governor when the pat-

tern of brain activity occurred? [Yes/No]

7 (Change Mind) When Jill became aware that she was going to vote for Green

[Black] as Governor, could she have changed her mind and voted for a different

candidate for Governor instead of Green [Black]? [Yes/No]

2.2. Results

Assignment to condition affected responses to Free Will, v2(1, N = 102) = 85.90,

p < .001, Cramer’s V = .918, with 94% of participants in Neuro-Prediction affirming free

will and 100% of participants in Manipulation denying free will. Assignment to condition

also significantly affected responses to Activity Change, v2(1, N = 102) = 28.33, p < .001,

Cramer’s V = .527; Aware Change, v2(1, N = 102) = 28.71, p < .001, Cramer’s V = .531;

and Change Mind, v2(1, N = 102) = 36.62, p < .001, Cramer’s V = .599; but not to Differ-

ent Pattern v2(1, N = 102) = 0.112, p = .81; and Brain Aware, v2(1, N = 102) = 0.50,

p = .53.

To evaluate whether free will attributions intruded on their representation of the sce-

narios, we reanalyzed responses from those participants who affirmed free will in Neuro-

Prediction and those who denied free will in Manipulation conditions (Fig. 1). We find

significant differences in “yes” answers between Neuro-Prediction and Manipulation for

Activity Change, 69%/12%, v2(1, n = 98) = 28.85, p < .001, Cramer’s V = .543; Aware

Change, 81%/26%, v2(1, n = 98) = 28.35, p < .001, Cramer’s V = .538; and Change

Mind, 84%/21% v2(1, n = 98) = 38.44, p < .001, Cramer’s V = .626. There were no
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differences in Different Pattern, 75%/79%, v2(1, n = 98) = 0.241, p = .624; and Brain

Aware, 43%/38%, v2(1, n = 98) = 0.278, p = .598.

To assess the overall rate of intrusion effects in this study, we pooled responses across

Activity Change, Aware Change, and Change Mind in Neuro-Prediction conditions. The

result is that 60% of those who affirmed free will displayed intrusion effects on all three

of these probes. The overall rate of intrusion effects differed from chance rates, test pro-

portion = .125, p < .001.

2.3. Discussion

Participants in the Neuro-Prediction case who affirmed free will were significantly

more likely to display intrusion effects in Activity Change, Aware Change, and Change

Mind than those participants who denied free will in the Manipulation case. This suggests

that participants in the Neuro-Prediction case who affirm free will represent the scenario

in terms of their intuitive metaphysics of free will, rather than according to the explicit

details of the story.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 1 provides evidence that filling in can occur due to intrusion. These results

suggest that people misrepresent instances of perfect neuro-prediction, since agents can

do otherwise after a perfectly predictive brain pattern occurs. To demonstrate that intru-

sion is the best explanation of that effect, we will now investigate the causal relationship

between free will judgments and the tendency to misrepresent neuro-prediction stories.

According to this hypothesis, intuitive free will judgments cause people to misrepresent

instances of perfect neuro-prediction.

Fig. 1. Experiment 1. Percentage of participants who affirmed free will in Neuro-Prediction and denied free

will in Manipulation displaying intrusion effects on each measure.
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3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants
One hundred and twenty people participated (aged 18–68 years, Mage = 30 years, 30

females, 97% reporting English as a native language) in this study. Thirty-one partici-

pants were excluded from the analysis (17 failed a comprehension question, 14 were

repeat participants).

3.1.2. Materials and procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to the Neuro-Prediction or Manipulation condi-

tions used in Experiment 1. Participants were asked the same comprehension question

used in Experiment 1, Free Will, and four additional test questions. Given that intrusion

effects were displayed on Activity Change, Aware Change, and Change Mind in Experi-

ment 1, we again included those questions and added the following question:

(Possibility) Even though Jill voted for Green as Governor, it was possible for her to

decide to vote for a different candidate.

Participants indicated agreement on a 7-pt scale anchored with “strongly disagree,”

“disagree,” “somewhat disagree,” “neither agree nor disagree,” “somewhat agree,”

“agree,” and “strongly agree.” The presentation of each test item was randomized.

3.2. Results

Assignment to condition affected responses to Free Will, t(87) = 10.885, p < .001,

d = 2.342; Activity Change, t(87) = 2.238, p < .05, d = 0.492; Aware Change, t
(87) = 3.458, p < .01, d = 0.758; Change Mind, t(87) = 3.616, p < .01, d = 0.798; and

Possibility t(87) = 3.754, p < .001, d = 0.829 (see Table 1).

A mediation analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between Free Will

and Possibility judgments (Fig. 2). Following the procedure outlined in Baron and

Kenny (1986), we found that a regression model with Condition as a predictor of Possi-

bility was significant, t(87) = �3.754, b = �.373, p < .001, a regression model with

Condition as a predictor of Free Will was significant, t(87) = �10.885, b = �.759,

Table 1

Means and standard deviations for measures in Neuro-Prediction and Manipulation conditions in Experiment

2

Neuro-Prediction Manipulation

Free Will 5.71 (1.28) 2.47 (1.48)

Activity Change 4.42 (1.95) 3.47 (1.91)

Aware Change 4.73 (1.82) 3.35 (1.82)

Change Mind 4.84 (1.87) 3.38 (1.79)

Possibility 4.87 (1.87) 3.38 (1.72)
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p < .001, a regression model with Free Will as a predictor of Possibility was significant,

t(87) = 5.945, b = .537, p < .001, but that in a multiple regression model with both Con-

dition and Free Will as predictors of Possibility, the effect of Condition on Possibility

was no longer significant, t(86) = .589, b = .082, p = .558. Moreover, the reduction in

the effect of Condition on Possibility when Free Will was included in the model is signif-

icant, Z = �3.9853, p < .001.

Following Iacobucci, Saldanha, and Deng (2007), and Rose and Nichols (2013), we

also tested the alternative mediation model. A multiple regression model with both Con-

dition and Possibility as predictors of Free Will showed that Condition significantly pre-

dicted Free Will, t(86) = �9.461, b = �.649, p < .001, but that Possibility did not

mediate the effect of Condition on Free Will.

3.3. Discussion

We replicated results from Experiment 1 using scalar measures finding that intrusion

effects were displayed on Activity Change, Aware Change, and Change Mind. We also

found an intrusion effect using Possibility as a measure and found that Free Will medi-

ates the effects of Condition on Possibility. In other words, intuitive free will judgments

led people to represent the scenario in ways that are inaccurate and inconsistent with a

perfectly predictive neuroscience. These results provide evidence that people’s intuitive

views about agency intrude into the representation of neuroscientific scenarios when mak-

ing free will judgments.

4. Experiment 3

Given that participants display intrusion effects in the neuro-prediction case used by

Nahmias et al., we now want to consider the extent of these effects in other narrative

contexts. It might be objected that the present results only persist in neuro-prediction

cases involving voting, and other acts naturally expected to correlate with prior commit-

ments or values. It also might be objected that the results are due to overly complex

Fig. 2. Experiment 2. Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between Condition and Possi-

bility mediated by Free Will. Asterisks indicate significance, *** = p < .001.
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stimuli that do not utilize minimally matched pairs. Experiment 3 addresses these con-

cerns by using simpler stimuli less likely to be associated with values or prior commit-

ments: pushing a button. Our hypothesis is that while the tendency to display intrusion

effects may decrease, those who affirm free will in neuro-prediction cases will still dis-

play intrusion effects when representing cases involving very simple actions.

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants
One hundred and thirty-one people participated (aged 18–67 years, Mage = 33 years,

47 female, 98% reporting English as a native language) in this study. Twelve participants

were excluded from the analysis (4 failed a comprehension question, 8 were repeat partic-

ipants).

4.1.2. Materials and procedure
Participants were again assigned to one of two conditions—Neuro-Prediction or

Manipulation—with stimuli featuring a new narrative context and a simpler decision:

pushing a button. The vignettes were as follows, with the Manipulation condition marked

in bold:

Recent brain scanning experiments have shown that specific patterns of brain activity

predict simple decisions several seconds before people are consciously aware of them.

In the experiments, people are asked to press a button, and they can press the button

with either their left or right hand. By measuring activity in part of the brain (the

motor cortex), scientists can use brain scanners to predict with 100% accuracy that a

person will push the button with their left hand before the person is consciously aware

of their decision. [The scientists can even alter a person’s decision about which
hand to use to push the button by altering the person’s brain activity without the
person being aware of it.]¶1 Jill is the subject in one of these experiments. She is

asked to push the button with either her left or right hand. [Before she is aware of

deciding which hand to use, the neuroscientists can see, based on her brain activity,

that she will push the button with her left hand. As predicted, Jill pushes the button

with her left hand./However, before Jill is aware of making any decision, the scien-
tists alter Jill’s brain activity so that she pushes the button with her left hand.]

After reading one of these two stories, participants were asked similar questions

according to the same procedure used in Experiment 1:

1. (Comprehension) The scientists asked Jill to _____ [press a button/move her hand/-

move her leg].

2. (Free Will) Jill freely chose to push the button with her left hand. [Yes/No]

3. (Activity Change) After the pattern of brain activity occurred, could Jill have

pushed the button with her right hand instead of her left hand? [Yes/No]
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4. (Aware Change) When Jill became aware that she was going to push the button

with her left hand, could she have pushed the button with her right hand instead of

her left hand? [Yes/No]

5. (Different Pattern) If the pattern of brain activity which led Jill to push the button

with her left hand had not occurred but a pattern of brain activity which leads to

pushing the button with the right hand did occur, Jill would have definitely pushed

the button with her right hand. [Yes/No]

6. (Brain Aware) Was Jill aware of which hand she would use to push the button

when the pattern of brain activity occurred? [Yes/No]

7. (Change Mind) When Jill became aware that she was going to push the button with

her left hand, could she have changed her mind and pushed the button with her

right hand instead of her left hand? [Yes/No]

4.2. Results

Assignment to condition affected responses to Free Will, v2(1, N = 119) = 93.33,

p < .001, Cramer’s V = .900, with 97% of participants in Neuro-Prediction affirming free

will and 94% of participants in Manipulation denying free will. Assignment to condition

also significantly affected responses to Aware Change, v2(1, N = 119) = 7.92, p < .01,

Cramer’s V = .258; and Change Mind, v2(1, N = 119) = 11.34, p < .01, Cramer’s

V = .309; but did not affect Activity Change, v2(1, N = 119) = 0.928, p = .335; Differ-

ent Pattern v2(1, N = 119) = 0.690, p = .406; and Brain Aware, v2(1, N = 119) = 0.948,

p = .330.

To test whether the free will attributions that participants made were intruding on their

interpretation of the scenarios, we again reanalyze responses from those participants who

affirmed free will in Neuro-Prediction and those who denied free will in Manipulation

conditions (Fig. 3). We find significant differences in “yes” answers between Neuro-Pre-

diction and Manipulation for Aware Change, 51%/22%, v2(1, n = 113) = 9.92, p < .01,

Cramer’s V = .296; and for Change Mind, 62%/28%, v2(1, n = 113) = 13.41, p < .001,

Cramer’s V = .344. There were no differences in Activity Change, 24%/29%, v2(1,
n = 113) = 0.446, p = .495; Different Pattern, 87%/84%, v2(1, n = 113) = 0.181,

p = .671; or Brain Aware, 18%/10%, v2(1, n = 113) = 1.43, p = .232.

To assess the overall rate of intrusion effects in this study, we again pool responses

across Aware Change and Change Mind in Neuro-Prediction conditions. We find that

49% of those who affirmed free will in Neuro-Prediction displayed intrusion effects on

both of these probes and that the overall rate of intrusion effects differed from chance,

test proportion = .25, p < .001.

4.3. Discussion

We found that participants continue to display intrusion effects when confronted with

a case of perfect neuro-prediction, which replicates the results of Experiment 1. Although

decreasing the complexity of the action to the simple pushing of a button narrowed the
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extent to which intrusion effects occurred, it did not eliminate them. Moreover, we con-

tinued to find that those who denied free will in Manipulation were significantly less

likely to display intrusion effects.

5. Experiment 4

Having shown that intrusion effects persisted in the button-pressing case, we now wish

to investigate whether this result replicates using scalar measures as in Experiment 2, and

whether free will judgments continue to mediate the effect of condition on possibility

judgments in these circumstances as predicted by the intrusion hypothesis. This is tested

in Experiment 4.

5.1. Method

5.1.1. Participants
Sixty-five people participated (aged 19–69 years, Mage = 33 years, 13 female, 97%

reporting English as a native language) in this study. Twelve participants were excluded

from the analysis (3 failed a comprehension question, 9 were repeat participants).

5.1.2. Materials and procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions—the Neuro-prediction

and Manipulation conditions—using the same vignettes as in Experiment 3. Participants

were asked the same comprehension question as used in Experiment 3, a test question

about free will, and three additional test questions. Given that intrusion effects were dis-

played on Aware Change and Change Mind in Experiment 3, we again included those

questions and added the following question:

Fig. 3. Experiment 3. Percentage of participants who affirmed free will in Neuro-Prediction and denied free

will in Manipulation displaying intrusion effects on each measure.
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(Possibility) Even though Jill pushed the button with her left hand, it was possible for

her to decide to push the button with her right hand.

Participants answered on the same agreement scale, and the presentation of each test

item was randomized according to the procedure used in Experiment 2.

5.2. Results

Assignment to condition affected responses to Free Will, t(51) = 5.286, p < .001,

d = 1.471; Aware Change, t(51) = 2.316, p < .05, d = 0.643; Change Mind, t
(51) = 2.692, p < .05, d = 0.745; and Possibility t(51) = 3.744, p < .001, d = 1.040 (see

Table 2).

A mediation analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between Free Will

and Possibility judgments (Fig. 4). We found that a regression model with Condition as a

predictor of Possibility was significant, t(51) = �3.744, b = �.464, p < .001, a regression

model with Condition as a predictor of Free Will was significant, t(51) = �5.286,

b = �.595, p < .001, a regression model with Free Will as a predictor of Possibility was

significant, t(51) = 5.048, b = .577, p < .001, but that in a multiple regression model

with both Condition and Free Will as predictors of Possibility, the effect of Condition on

Possibility was no longer significant, t(50) = �1.325, b = �.187, p = .191. Moreover,

the reduction in the effect of Condition on Possibility when Free Will was included in

the model is significant, Z = -2.7634, p < .01.

Table 2

Means and standard deviations for measures in Neuro-Prediction and Manipulation conditions in Experiment

4

Neuro-Prediction Manipulation

Free Will 5.80 (1.44) 3.32 (1.90)

Aware Change 4.80 (1.80) 3.60 (1.93)

Change Mind 4.68 (1.79) 3.32 (1.86)

Possibility 5.52 (1.73) 3.53 (2.08)

Fig. 4. Experiment 4. Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between Condition and Possi-

bility mediated by Free Will. Asterisks indicate significance, *** = p < .001.
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We again also evaluated the alternative model in which Possibility mediates the effect

of Condition on Free Will. A multiple regression model with both Condition and Possibil-

ity as predictors of Free Will showed that Condition significantly predicted Free Will, t
(50) = �3.583, b = �.417, p < .001 but that Possibility did not mediate the effect of

Condition on Free Will.

5.3. Discussion

We replicated the results from Experiment 3, finding that intrusion effects were dis-

played on Aware Change and Change Mind. We also found intrusion effects for Possibil-

ity and found evidence that Free Will mediates the effects of Condition on Possibility.

This occurred even though the decision in this case was decreased in complexity, from

voting to the simple pushing of a button. Free will judgments again led people to repre-

sent the scenario in ways that are inconsistent with a perfectly predictive neuroscience,

such as that it’s possible for Jill to push the button with her right hand. These results

continue to provide evidence that intrusion of indeterministic metaphysics influences the

representation of neuroscientific scenarios.

6. Experiment 5

Participants in prior experiments judge that brain activity may not be perfectly predic-

tive of behavior, indicating that intrusion has occurred. One objection to this, however, is

that participants are not attending to the fact that these behaviors happen despite the same

pattern of predictive brain activity. For instance, perhaps they answer that agents in the

stories could act otherwise because doing so would result in another pattern of activity

than the one neuroscientists originally detected in the story, which would have perfectly

predicted that behavior. This reading is complex and would still violate the conditions of

the thought experiment. Nonetheless, in this experiment we investigate whether partici-

pants think that agents can act otherwise, despite the same pattern of perfectly predictive

brain activity to the contrary.

6.1. Method

6.1.1. Participants
Sixty-eight people participated (aged 20–56 years, Mage = 32 years, 23 female, 93%

reporting English as a native language) in this study. No participants were removed from

analysis.

6.1.2. Materials and procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to either the Neuro-Prediction or Manipulation

condition used in Experiment 4. After seeing one of these conditions participants were

asked the following four questions:
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1. (Free Will) Jill freely chose to push the button with her left hand.

2. (After State) After activation of the brain state, Jill could still choose to use either

hand to push the button.

3. (Final Prediction) Once the scientists make their final prediction, Jill must use her

left hand to push the button.

4. (Agent General) Someone with the exact same brain activity as Jill could still

decide to push the button with their right hand.

Participants evaluated these items on the same agreement scale, and the presentation of

each test item was randomized according to the procedure used in Experiment 2.

6.2. Results

Assignment to condition affected responses to Free Will, t(66) = 6.77, p < . 001,

d = 1.632; After State, t(66) = 3.38, p < .001, d = 0.822; Final Prediction, t
(66) = �3.76, p < .001, d = 0.923; Agent General t(66) = 4.90, p < .001, d = 1.189,

(see Table 3).

A mediation analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between Free Will

and After State judgments (Fig. 5). We found that a regression model with Condition as

a predictor of After State was significant, t(66) = �3.38, b = �.384, p < .001, a regres-

sion model with Condition as a predictor of Free Will was significant, t(66) = �6.77,

b = �.640, p < .001, a regression model with Free Will as a predictor of After State was

Table 3

Means and standard deviations for measures in Neuro-Prediction and Manipulation conditions in Experiment

5

Neuro-Prediction Manipulation

Free Will 5.94 (1.47) 3.00 (2.08)

After State 4.63 (2.07) 3.00 (1.89)

Final Prediction 3.71 (2.32) 5.55 (1.60)

Agent General 5.23 (1.90) 3.12 (1.64)

Fig. 5. Experiment 5. Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between Condition and After

State mediated by Free Will. Asterisks indicate significance, *** = p < .001.
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significant, t(66) = 5.68, b = .573 p < .001, but that in a multiple regression model with

both Condition and Free Will as predictors of After State, the effect of Condition on

After State was no longer significant, t(65) = �.223, b = �.029, p = .824. Moreover, the

reduction in the effect of Condition on After State when Free Will was included in the

model is significant, Z = �3.5344, p < .001.

We also evaluated the alternative model in which After State mediates the effect of

Condition on Free Will. A multiple regression model with both Condition and After State

as predictors of Free Will showed that Condition significantly predicted Free Will, t
(65) = �5.38, b = �.493, p < .001, but that After State did not mediate the effect of

Condition on Free Will.

A mediation analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between Free Will

and Agent General judgments (Fig. 6). We found that a regression model with Condi-

tion as a predictor of Agent General was significant, t(66) = �4.90, b = �.516,

p < .001, a regression model with Condition as a predictor of Free Will was signifi-

cant, t(66) = �6.77, b = �.640, p < .001, a regression model with Free Will as a pre-

dictor of Agent General was significant, t(66) = 5.64, b = .570, p < .001, but that in a

multiple regression model with both Condition and Free Will as predictors of Agent

General, the effect of Condition on Agent General was no longer significant, t
(65) = �1.99, b = �.256, p = .051. Moreover, the reduction in the effect of Condition

on Agent General when Free Will was included in the model is significant,

Z = �2.8347, p < .001.

We again also evaluated the alternative model in which Agent General mediates the

effect of Condition on Free Will. A multiple regression model with both Condition and

Agent General as predictors of Free Will showed that Condition significantly predicted

Free Will, t(65) = �4.55, b = �.471, p < .001, but that Agent General did not mediate

the effect of Condition on Free Will.

Lastly, we found that a regression model with Condition as a predictor of Final Predic-

tion was significant, t(66) = 3.76, b = �.420, p < .001, but that a model with Free Will

as a predictor of Final Prediction was not significant t(66) = �1.92, b = �.230, p = .06.

Moreover, the effect of Condition on Final Prediction was not mediated by Free Will nor

was the effect of Condition on Free Will mediated by Final Prediction.

Fig. 6. Experiment 5. Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between Condition and Agent

General mediated by Free Will. Asterisks indicate significance, *** = p < .001.
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6.3. Discussion

The results from Experiment 5 continue to suggest that people fill in neuro-prediction

stories. Specifically, they indicate that agents could “choose to use either hand” and “push

the button with their right hand” in the presence of brain patterns that were supposed to

perfectly predict that “she will push the button with her left hand.”

7. Experiment 6

We’ve provided a range of evidence that participants fill in details of neuro-prediction

scenarios. Experiments 1–5 suggest that this leads participants to misrepresent perfect

neuro-prediction scenarios through intrusion. But recall from Section 1 that we distin-

guished between two ways in which participants might fill in: intruding or importing.

We now consider whether importing occurs in response to these kinds of cases, and

whether this would still undermine the inference that people are comfortable with neuro-

prediction.

Our strategy will be to investigate importing in the context of a rollback case. Rollback

cases are scenarios in which the universe is re-created and everything unfolds as it did in

the original universe (Nahmias et al., 2006). These cases are theoretically interesting

because while rollback is intended to make determinism “as salient to participants as pos-

sible without being misleading” (Nahmias et al., 2006, p. 37) they are still consistent with

indeterminism. For this reason, they also provide for a good test of whether importing of

indeterministic metaphysics occurs in neuro-prediction cases.

In addition to testing for importing, the rollback cases were also designed to

address another potential objection. The objection is that people affirm “free will”

statements in perfect neuro-prediction cases because they interpret these statements to

mean that the relevant agent was not coerced.2 Assuming that the concept of coercion

is compatible with both determinist and indeterminist metaphysics, this “no coercion”

or lightweight reading of “free will” challenges the claim that people are filling-in by

either intruding or importing a particular metaphysics. We test this possibility in roll-

back cases by using an adapted probe to measure indeterminism through the assign-

ment of probabilities. This circumvents the “no coercion” interpretation because the

question is simply about the probability of the outcome, not whether the agent had

“free will.”

7.1. Method

7.1.1. Participants
One hundred and ten people participated (aged 19–65 years, Mage = 32 years, 38

female, 95% reporting English as a native language) in this study. Five participants

were excluded from the analysis (three failed a comprehension check, and two were

repeat participants).
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7.1.2. Materials and procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to either the Neuro-Prediction or Manipulation

condition used in Experiment 4, but with the following addition to the end of the text

(manipulation condition marked in bold):

Now imagine that the universe is recreated with everything the same right before Jill

decides which hand to push the button with. The scientists will conduct the same pro-

cedures again that will allow them to predict [interfere with] which hand Jill will push

the button with. In this recreated universe, Jill will decide again which hand she will

use to push the button.

After seeing one of these conditions participants were asked:

(Chance) In the recreated universe, what do you think the chances are that Jill will end

up pushing the button with her right hand?

In response, participants were asked to enter a value ranging from 0% to 100%.

7.2. Results

Mean percentage ratings to the Chance item were 33% in Neuro-Prediction and 54%

in Manipulation. These responses were statistically different, t(103) = �3.153, p < .01.

But the key question is whether people are interpreting the scenario deterministically or

indeterministically and, more specifically, whether they are more inclined to interpret the

Neuro-Prediction scenario indeterministically. We created an Indeterminism measure by

coding Chance responses to test for these interpretations. On this measure, two responses

indicate a deterministic interpretation: a response of 0% indicates that it is determined

that Jill will not end up using her right hand to push the button (i.e., there is no

chance that she will use her right hand), while a response of 100% indicates that it is

determined that Jill will use her right hand to use the button (i.e., there is no chance that

she will not use her right hand). All other responses indicate the indeterministic response

that there is at least some chance that Jill could use either hand to push the button in the

re-created universe. Assignment to condition significantly affected Indeterminist scores,

v2(1, N = 105) = 4.82, p < .05, Cramer’s V = .214, with 69% of participants in Neuro-

Prediction giving an indeterministic response, and 48% of participants in Manipulation

giving an indeterministic response.

7.3. Discussion

The results from Experiment 6 suggest that people fill in rollback cases of perfect

neuro-prediction. Participants are significantly more likely to import indeterminism into

the prefect neuro-prediction scenario in contrast to a manipulation case. Participants

import indeterminist free will into rollback variations of neuro-prediction stories even
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when deterministic readings of these cases are made highly salient, which while techni-

cally consistent with rollback, continues to undermine the inference that people are com-

fortable with perfect neuro-prediction. These results also undermine the “no coercion”

interpretation of “free will” statements. The rollback scenario asked only about the proba-

bility of an outcome and did not invite a contrast with coercion. Despite this, we find that

participants assign non-extreme probabilities when considering whether Jill will push the

button with her other hand in the rollback universe, which suggests that people import

indeterminism into the representation of the scenario.

General discussion

Intuitive metaphysics shapes cultural transmission (Sperber, 1994), scientific under-

standing (De Cruz & De Smedt, 2007), and the elaboration of religious representations

(Boyer, 1994). In some cases, intuitive metaphysics is used to systematically fill in narra-

tives (Barrett & Keil, 1996). Our experiments expand on this effect and demonstrate that

it also extends to agentive evaluations of free will. We tested for intruding and importing

effects in recent work by Nahmias, Shepard, and Reuter featuring narrative cases of futur-

istic neuroscientific prediction. Like Nahmias and colleagues, we found that participants

overwhelmingly attribute free will in cases of perfect neuro-prediction. However, we also

found that participants’ intuitive metaphysics of free will intrudes into their representation

of these perfect neuro-prediction scenarios. Though the explicit description in the scenar-

ios of action initiation being generated before conscious awareness and the description of

the prediction being 100% accurate implies that the agent in the scenarios could not have
done otherwise, we found that participants who affirmed free will tended to say that the

agent could have changed her mind after becoming aware of what she was going to do.

We also found that affirming free will caused participants to say that agents could act

otherwise despite an activation of a perfectly predictive brain state. Moreover, we pro-

vided evidence that even when asked about mere probabilities in rollback cases, people

continue to import an indeterministic view of choice into their interpretation of the sce-

nario. The presence of intruding and importing effects suggests that people are imposing

an indeterminist notion of free will onto the situation, despite the fact that the situation is

explicitly described in terms of perfect predictability. Thus, we doubt that people are

broadly comfortable with the idea of perfect neuro-prediction or that it is fully compatible

with commonsense notions of free will.

The presence of these effects in ordinary judgments of free will has implications for

experimental work on free will. One key dispute is whether the ordinary view of free will

is such that people view causal determinism as compatible with free will and moral

responsibility or whether people view causal determinism as incompatible with free will

and moral responsibility. Though this research has largely suggested that participants tend

to think that free will and moral responsibility are incompatible with causal determinism

(e.g., Nichols, 2012; Nichols & Knobe, 2007; Rose & Nichols, 2013; Sarkissian et al.,

2010), some research has been taken to suggest that participants tend to think free will
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and moral responsibility are compatible with causal determinism (e.g., Murray & Nah-

mias, 2014; Nahmias et al., 2006). Assuming our findings extend to cases where causal

determinism is explicitly stipulated, those who seek to provide support for intuitive com-

patibilism may be faced with a considerable difficulty. In our studies—and unlike the

mistaken recollections found by Barrett and Keil—we found that filling-in effects

occurred, even though the text of the vignettes remained at the top of the screen during

testing. Moreover, filling-in effects occurred in cases involving very simple actions, as in

Experiment 3, suggesting that it may be difficult to eliminate them entirely. Taken

together, it may require considerable efforts to ensure that filling-in effects are eliminated.

But insofar as it takes considerable effort to eliminate the presence of filling-in effects

such as intruding and importing in the context of cases which explicitly stipulate causal

determinism, it remains unclear whether research which finds support for compatibilism

after successfully eliminating importing effects would provide convincing support for the

view that people are intuitive compatibilists.

With developing scientific knowledge we’re confronted with the question of how this

knowledge will interact with humanistic concerns. Though more advanced scientific knowl-

edge may challenge such concerns, it might not displace them. For instance, though the

theory of evolution arguably challenges a perspective on reality whereby nature is infused

with agency and purpose (e.g., Bloom, 2007; Kelemen, 2012), it doesn’t entirely displace

that perspective. Work in developmental psychology suggests that young children are

strongly inclined toward viewing nature as being infused with agency and purpose (e.g.,

Kelemen, 1999a,b, 2004; Kelemen & DiYanni, 2005). This default perspective on reality is

not entirely displaced with a more mature, scientifically informed perspective on the world

but rather is masked in adulthood (e.g., Kelemen & Rosset, 2009; Kelemen, Rottman, &

Seston, 2013; Lombrozo, Kelemen, & Zaitchik, 2007). A study by Kelemen et al. (2013),

for instance, found that laypeople, professional scientists, and professionals in humanities

each accept illegitimate teleological statements (e.g., “The sun radiates heat because

warmth nurtures life”) when placed under time pressure. Moreover, they found that back-

ground scientific knowledge did not predict the extent to which participants were willing to

accept teleological statements (see also Rose, 2015, for further discussion). Far from dis-

placing this default perspective on the world, some work suggests that this perspective

interferes with the acquisition of scientific knowledge, serving as one of the main obstacles

to acquiring an adequate understanding of natural selection (see Galli & Meinardi, 2011;

and Kelemen, 2012 for an overview). For instance, students tend to think that “a personi-

fied ‘Mother Nature’” responded to animals’ functional needs by “generating or conferring

the functional part with a view to preserving the animal’s survival” (Kelemen, 2012, p. 71;

see also e.g., Gregory, 2009; Kampourakis & Zogza, 2008; and Moore et al., 2002).

Our finding that intuitive metaphysics both intrudes and is imported into the represen-

tation of neuroscientific scenarios is perhaps best viewed as a further demonstration of

the resilience of humanistic concerns in social cognition. While people may reflectively

endorse the theory of evolution, the acquisition of this scientific knowledge does not dis-

place a default perspective in which the world is infused with agency and purpose. Simi-

larly, our scientific knowledge may become so advanced that perfect neuroscientific
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predictions can be given for all of human behavior. Though people may come to reflec-

tively accept that neuroscience could perfectly predict behavior, arguably not even the

highest level of neuroscientific knowledge is enough to displace the natural default view

of indeterministic human decision making. Rather just as the default view of nature as

being infused with agency and purpose continues to reside alongside a reflective endorse-

ment of the theory of evolution, the default view of indeterminist free will may reside

along the reflective endorsement of perfect neuro-prediction.
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